
Stewards Notes  

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

J Jones, J Evans, M Fernholz, M Herrmann 
Dr G Moore 

    

   

-On the first turn WHY THAT moved out checking DYNA VAGRANT and BARWELL BOY. 
                

    MAIDEN 
 

-A swab sample was taken from the winner REIKO ROCKETTA. 
-There were no racing incidents to report. 
                

     

 

-On the first turn OH JAY KORIE ran on the heels of and dragged down GAME OF BONES, OH JAY KORIE then continued out checking 
DO THE HOKEY and TREASURE KEEPER. On the turn off the back straight OH JAY KORIE moved down checking GAME OF BONES, 
then DO THE HOKEY moved down checking CRAZY AGAIN. 
-GAME OF BONES was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
-DO THE HOKEY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn ZUDACTYL MONELLI moved down checking LEGIT BOSS causing LEGIT BOSS to lose ground and check SAN TAN 
SAM. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ZAMBORA TYLER. 
-ZORO BALE was slow to begin. On the first turn DESTINI ROCKET moved out severely checking BOMBASTIC TIM causing DESTINI 
ROCKET to twist and stumble outwards with both greyhounds losing considerable ground as a result. Shortly after MENZIES moved out 
checking ZORO BALE. 
                

     

 

-On the first turn ROSIE ALLEN made contact with the running rail and moved out checking BANQUET. Along the home straight 
HARBORMASTER raced wide. 
-ROSIE ALLEN was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner MENZALI. 
-On the first turn HIGHBURY HUSTLE moved down checking CAPTAIN RISKY. 
-MY BOY TYLER was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start HUKANUI moved down checking ALPHA AION, HONCHO MONELLI, and MEPUNGA GAL causing HUKANUI to fall. 
HUKANUI quickly regained footing and completed the course. On the first turn MEPUNGA GAL made contact with the running rail. 
-MEPUNGA GAL was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
-HUKANUI was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                
 



     

   

-On the turn off the back straight PIERCE BALE checked off THERMAL STRIKE. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner FABWIK. 
-BLACK ANTICO was slow to begin. On the turn off the back straight MEET HALF WAY checked off DYNA SOREN, then PAWESOME 
NELLY moved out checking DYNA SOREN. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start DASHING HOPE moved out checking GUNNADOO PEKABOO, and SPRING SPINNER. On the first turn 
WATERLOO KATE moved down checking SPRING KING. 
                

INJURIES NIL   

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS REIKO ROCKETTA (R2) 
ZAMBORA TYLER (R5) 
MENZALI (R7) 
CAIRNLEA KENNY (R8) 
FABWIK (R10) 

  

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED Mr. Colin Swain No Catcher (POOL HALL) $20 
 


